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Abstract
Derivatives, as it is well known, are used in hedging transactions, as well as in speculative ones. Some types of
pricing are made for speculative or even criminal purposes: Russell Sage (1816-1906), US financier. A variety of
measures such as the Jensen's Alpha, the Sharpe Index and the Value at Risk, commonly used in portfolio
evaluation, are misleading in presence of derivatives. The hidden risk may suddenly have dramatic consequences
(Barone Adesi, G. (2004)). From this perspective, this paper does not consider information asymmetry but aims
at showing how, through derivatives and options in particular, it is possible to build strategies that are
independent from the trend of underlying assets. This feature was at first proved in Barone, E.- Olivieri, G.
(2009) and is investigated much more in details in this study.
Keywords: Derivatives, Efficiency, Usury loan, Information asymmetry, Risk-free rate, Box-spread, Bullish
spread
1. Introduction
Derivatives, as it is well known, are used in hedging transactions, as well as in speculative ones. The theory
provides all the techniques which, without arbitrage, allow for fair pricing. Most often, however, in the practice
of trading transactions, the theoretical predictions are not fulfilled, not because the models do not work but
because the simplifying assumptions do not take into account the continuous evolution of the initial conditions
(Barone Adesi, G. (2004)).
There are many studies (for a detailed analysis of the studies carried out on market efficiency, see Barucci, E.
(2002)) on market efficiency, but it is not easy to summarize them. Moreover, the present work does not claim to
be thorough.
Market inefficiency is in some cases attributed to an incorrect determination of the risk-free rate and to the
assumption that volatility of the underlying asset is a function of its historical volatility.
In other cases, as history has shown, some types of pricing are made for speculative or even criminal purposes:
Russell Sage (1816-1906), US financier.
In classical models, used for educational purposes by now, the quantities to be considered are the following: the
volatility of the underlying asset, the risk-free rate, the expected return and the price distribution of the
underlying asset which, in most cases, is assumed to be normal. In the evaluation of portfolios containing
derivatives, only a detailed knowledge of their composition may reveal their hidden dangers (Barone, E. (2003)).
A variety of measures such as the Jensen's Alpha, the Sharpe Index and the Value at Risk, commonly used in
portfolio evaluation, are misleading in presence of derivatives. The hidden risk may suddenly have dramatic
consequences (Barone Adesi, G. (2004)). From this perspective, this paper does not consider information
asymmetry but aims at showing how, through derivatives and options in particular, it is possible to build
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strategies that are independent from the trend of underlying assets. This feature was at first proved in Barone, E.
- Olivieri, G. (2009) and is investigated much more in details in this study.
2. Strategies with options
Before generalizing the strategies suggested by Barone-Olivieri (2009), we need to explain the notations for
some quantities that will be used over this work:
Bt( h1, h2, h3,…, hn) stands for the pay off of the financial transaction which, in our case, is a zero coupon bond at
time t and referring to the variables h1, h2, h3,…, hn.
i(h1, h2, h3,…, hn) stands for the interest rate over a given period, in the interval [0, T] of the financial transaction
which, in our case, is a zero coupon bond at time t and referring to the variables h1, h2, h3,…, hn.
Furthermore, if the payoff is constant at time t it is denoted with Bt,. The same notation will be used for the
interest rate.
2.1 Underlying asset, call option, put option
In the scheme proposed in Barone, E. - Olivieri, G. (2009), a financial transaction has been built. Such a
transaction appears to be a seemingly random combination of a security (simply speaking, an equity) and two
options, put and call – the latter built on the same underlying asset whose price is denoted with St, the same
strike with K and the same maturity with T (also called range of the operation [0,T]). The proposed scheme is in
Table 1 and therefore the financial transaction becomes a zero coupon bond, whose pay offs at t = 0 and t = T
are, respectively, B0 and BT as shown in Table 2.
The interest rate of such a transaction appears linearly growing and depending on the strike price K:

i( K ) 

BT
K
1 
1
B0
S 0  C0  P0

(1)

We are now going to examine the interest rate as a function, supposing that the options have the same underlying
asset but different strike prices. Respectively indicating the strike call and the strike put with KC and KP, we can
distinguish two cases:
a) KC <KP
b) KC >KP
2.1.1 Underlying asset, call option, put option when KC <KP
In this case, Table 1 becomes Table 3. The value of bonds at t = 0, B0, remains unchanged (B0=C0+S0-P0), while
at t=T it is a function that not only depends on the two strikes, but also on the value of the underlying asset at
maturity. The pay off replicates a downward spread. In fact:
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Unlike the case of a single strike price K, as already described in Barone, E.- Olivieri, G. (2009) , in this study
the interest rate over a given period is not a constant but depends on the value of the underlying asset at maturity.
Even if it is not constant, the interest rate as a function is limited and has a performance similar to that of the
spread. In fact:
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2.1.2 Underlying asset, call option, put option when KC> KP
In this case, the pay off is a bullish spread, see Table 4.
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and therefore there are two possible values of the return rate over a given period:
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It is immediately evident that – suitably "playing" with the appropriate constants of the system, with the strike
price and the initial value of the options – a reformulation of the interest rate is possible, depending on the needs
of the operator. If a more complex financial transaction is built, it becomes easier to hide one’s own speculative
purposes.
2.2 Box spread
In order to build the box spread, put and call options are used in the long and short positions, as shown in Table
5. In such a case, the cash flows of the bond are in Table 6.
and therefore the interest rate over a given period is constant – i.e. it does non depend on the value of the
underlying asset at maturity

K 2  K1
1
(6)
B0
We are now going to analyze the case where the box spread considers four, instead of two, possible values of the
strike. In order to make such a generalization, it is necessary to consider four options built on the same
underlying asset but with different strikes. The notations are shown in Table 7.
i

The performance of the derivative – and this is the point, because we are dealing with a composition of
derivatives – is shown in the following Graphics 1-24, with reference to all the possible combinations of strike
prices.
In some cases the pay off at maturity is always non-negative; in others it is always non-positive and in others the
function that represents it is monotone with a maximum and a minimum of conflicting signs. What is interesting
to highlight is that, in all cases, there is a limited pay off and the spread over the interest rate is consequently
known. As Barone-Olivieri (2009) brilliantly explained, if the strike values and, as we suggest, even the
premiums vary, any transaction can be built making it convenient for one of the parties involved. If the options’
issuer is the creditor himself, the malice is obvious; but if you play with different issuers, the possibility of
making a profit lies in the ability of the operator to carry on a transaction.
3. Conclusion
Market inefficiency is due to a lack of calibration of the risk-free rate, to the volatility or to other random
components that do not depend on the portfolio manager’s will. In other cases, such as in the Sage Russel one,
the inefficiency is "built" ex ante – but this hypothesis seems unfair in our opinion. We believe that, as we have
shown using simple arguments, laws on credit should take into account "those contracts, synthetic loans, i.e.
those transactions which are – in substance, even if not in the form – equivalent to usurious loans" (Knoll M.S.
(2002)). Derivatives, in their widely recognized role of hedging market risks, may however, if suitably used, play
the role of a weapon in credit illegitimate contracts with usurious and speculative purposes.
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Table 1. Underlying asset price St, with t in [0, T]
Time t=0
S0
-C0
P0

Time t=T
ST<K
K ≤ ST
ST
ST
0
-(ST-K)
-(ST-K)
0

Table 2. Pay off
Time
0
T
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Table 3. Underlying asset, call option, put option when KC <KP
Time t=0
S0
-C0
P0

ST<KC
ST
0
-(ST-KP)

Time t=T
KC≤ ST<KP
ST
-(ST-KC)
-(ST-KP)

K P≤ S T
ST
-(ST-KC)
0

ST<KP
ST
0
-(ST-KP)

Time t=T
KP≤ ST<KC
ST
0
0

K C≤ S T
ST
-(ST-KC)
0

Table 4. Bullish spread
Time t=0
S0
-C0
P0
Table 5. Box spread
Option

Time
t=0
C1
-C2
-P1
P2

Call long with strike K1
Call short with strike K2
Put short with strike K1
Put long with strike K2

ST<K1
0
0
-(K1-ST)
K2-ST

Time t=T
K1≤ ST<K2
S T- K 1
0
0
K2-ST

K2≤ ST
S T- K 1
-( ST- K2)
0
0

Table 6. Pay off of box spread
Time
0
T

Pay off
B0= (C1 -C2)-( P1 -P2)
BT=K2-K1

Table 7. Notations
Option
Call long with strike K1
Call short with strike K2
Put short with strike K3
Put long with strike K4
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